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CHAPTER I
THE PR0BLEÎ4, PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND LIMITATIONS
Introduction to the problem* Hot too many years ago 
a man’s informal education^ the education he obt.lned outside 
Of a school, liras far more important to him than the education 
that he obtained In school# If a boy’s father was a farmer, 
the boy learned farming from his father; if the father was a 
storekeeper the boy learned the operation of the store from 
his father# Many engineers, masons, ranchers, lumbermen, and 
others learned, through experience, by starting as an appren^ 
tice, rather than by obtaining a foundation In a formal insti­
tution# But times and requirements are constantly changing# 
Today it is difficult to obtain many positions without at 
least a highschool education, whereas a few years ago even 
an eighth grade education was not required#
With this constant demand by industry and agriculture 
for more and better education, more of the young people are 
spending a greater proportion of their time in schools beyond 
the elementary level# Due to this demand for more formal 
education, and the groirfch in our population, school costs 
have been on a constant rise, particularly in the last fifteen 
years# Surveys and studies indicate that these costs are 
going to continue to rise for a least a decade or two!.
People, realizing the need of better schools, a broader 
curriculum, better qualified teachers, along with rising costs,
—1—
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are becoming more conscious of the school. The taxpayer would 
like to know if he is getting a good return on his dollar.
One of the important aspects of education is in the teaching 
and training of the young people to become good citizens. 
Whereas parents once taught their children citizenship, cook­
ing, homemaking and many other essentials, the school now has 
to a considerable extent, taken over this job. Much of this 
general education has been wished upon the schools by the 
parents for various reasons. One reason may be that many 
parents are too buay. Another reason could be that the schools 
have trained personnel and therefore are better qualified than 
the parent to teach some of these essentials. Butterworth^ 
gives the following statement on the importance of education:
We now realize that, if our national strength is to 
be fully developed, an educational program must be made 
available to rural people that approximates in scope and 
in quality that are provided in cities. This means that 
the meager offerings of the one-teacher school ^ the 
traditional rural scho 1 in the United States - are not 
enough. A broader and more vital elementary school and 
a secondary school that offer varied curriculums are 
needed.
The nation Is realizing that rural citizens and their 
children are as much in need of special educational ser­
vices as are our urban areas. By special services, I 
mean particularly guidance, education of exceptional 
children, adult education, vocational education in busi­
ness and industry as well as in agriculture and homemaking, 
specialized supervision and the like.
Many school systems have enriched their curriculum as
^ Julian E. Butterworth, "Rural Education - Past 
Achievements and Present Problems", Rational Education 
Association Journal. 41: 520 - 1, November, 195^.
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fast as the public would allow# They have tried to fulfill 
a child’s every need while other schools have remained quite 
stagnated*- Naturally large school systems have advanced much 
more rapidly than the rural or country schools on the whole.. 
Because of the demands upon the school and the advantages 
offered by larger schools, consolidation and centralization 
of small rural schools have slowly been taking place for the 
past thirty years* Much criticism by parents and taxpayers, 
and a few educators has raised the question as to which type 
of school produces superior achievement*-
Foote^, State Supervisor of Rural and Elementary 
Schools, Louisiana, presented a survey to the National Educa« 
tion Association comparing the results of instruction in one** 
room and consolidated schoolsi
Probably the most significant movement In rural educa** 
tion in recent years is that which establishes the con** 
solidated school in place of the one-teacher or small 
institution now commonly prevailing.•** Justification for 
the change has been based almost wholly upon the favorable 
administrative conditions prevailing in the centralized 
school* The broad assumption has been made and widely 
accepted that the results of elementary instruction in the 
large type of school are superior because of the well- 
known administrative differences*
Pupil achievement should not be the lone criterion by 
which a school is judged# Many abstract qualities such as 
character and citizenship help increase the capacity for the
2 John M* Foote, "A Comparative Study of Instruction 
in Consolidated and One-Teacher Schools,” National Education 
Association. Addresses and Proceeding's of the 8ixtv-]<irst 
Annual l^eeting. llXs 'ël:&.
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enjoyment of life# Mort)  ̂in referring to new evaluation
studiesI says:
First, there la the de^ee to which the effectiveness 
of school reaches the entire population of children and 
young people In the schools* Second, there is the degree 
to which the level of adult living is raised by the School 
by virtue of the system of popular control of education,
on one hand, and by direct adult education efforts, on the
other hand*
Changes are slow in improving and regulating education, 
particularly in rural areas* City school systems tend to more 
or less keep abreait of the times* They were the first to in^ 
crease the number of school days in a year and the first with 
specialised education*
Due to the sparsity of population in Montana, the county 
high school system is common; Missoula County High School is 
an example* In this type of a high school system, the high 
school is usually located at the county seat, which in most 
cases is the largest city in the county* Most of the children
in the county attend this high school in order to obtain their
secondary education* This system has many advantages and dis­
advantages which affect both rural students and urban students, 
some of which pojsibly could be compensated for in the elemen­
tary schools*
The mrnose of the study* The purpose of the study
) Paul R* Mort, Problems and Issues in Public school 
Finance * (R* 1* Johns and E* £>* Morphet e<i*%lfew tdrk: 
National Conference of Professors of Educational Administra­
tion, 1952), p, 52*
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was to compare the achievement of rural eighth grade graduates 
with urban eighth grade graduates$ and to relate this achieve­
ment to intelligence, cost per pupil, qualifications of teach­
ers and physical plant conditions in the two groups of schools* 
Most of the studies made comparing rural and urban 
schools have been based upon pupil achievement In the basic 
skills or 3 The authors of most of these studies refer
to the rural school as a one-room, one-teacher school, and the 
urban school as any other school which has more than one teacher* 
While there have been many studies of this type in other states,
and some of national scope, few have been made in Montana*
\
These include studies by Reinoehl^, Sykes^, and Emmert^.
Achievement tests alone are not enough to compare schools
or quality of education* Mort^ makes the following statement
concerning achievement tests and cost quality relationships:
Standardized tests by their very nature are limited in 
realistic characteristics* They pose problems which can
4 Charles M* Eeinoehl, *>A Study of Instruction in 
Montana*a Rural Schools,*» Intermountain Educator 52: 353-9,
May, 1923.
$ Earl F* Sykes, *»An Educational Survey of the School 
Children of Judith Basin County, Montana,*» (Unpublished Master’s 
Thesis, Montana State University, Missoula, 1931), p# 114*
6 W* L* Emmert, *»Scholâstic Achievement of Urban and 
Rural Freshman High School Pupils of Equal Intelligence 
Quotients, as Measured by Certain Tests,** (Unpublished Master’s 
Thesis, Montana State University, Missoula, 1933) p* 43*
7 Mort, o|5. cit.* p. 57*
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be used universally in all schools. Learning the facts 
and the tasks as they appear in the textbooks will prepare 
youngsters as well to pass such types of tests as learning 
those skills in more powerful realistic situations* Accord­
ingly, achievement testing as It has developed at the 
present stage la both too narrow and too shallow to measure 
other than the difference in the lower expenditure levels 
of education*
A new high school student is faced with various problems 
of adjustment, socially and academically. The number and the 
intensity of these problems depend to some extent upon the 
pupils previous education and training*
Definitions and delimitations. United States Census 
Reports refer to towns of less than twenty-flve hundred pop-» 
ulation as rural. In Montana 43*7 per cent of the population 
is classified as urban and the remainder as rural or rural 
non-"farm. Many studies comparing rural and urban schools refer 
to the one-teacher school as a rural school. For the purpose 
of this study all the elementary schools concerned that were 
not in Missoula County School District No. 1 are referred to 
as rural schools* Among the rural schools were six one-teacher 
schools, seven two-teacher schools, one three-teacher school, 
two four-teacher schools, and one school of eight teachers 
with a superintendent and two specialty teachers.
The terra, urban school, refers to all the elementary 
schools which were included in Missoula County School District 
No. 1 during 1953-54* A few of the elementary schools of 
School District No. 1 were in rural areas on the edges of the 
city of Missoula, Montana* All the elementary schools in
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Miasoula County School District Ho# 1 were included in one 
administrative organization* Eleven of the twelve elementary 
schools had pupils in the eighth grade*
This study was limited to the elementary schools in the
area served by Missoula County High School* Missoula, Montana# 
This area was chosen because it is similar to many of the County 
High School Districts in the State of Montana, and because of 
its accessibility to the investigator#
For purposes of greater accuracy and to avoid possible 
dips or peaks for any one year, the materials and data presented
in this study include eighth grade students for a four year
period* The data were taken from records of eighth grade 
students for the school years of 1950-51, 1951-52, 1952-53, 
and 1953-54# Of a total of 1635 students, 1401 were urban 
students, and 234 were rural students*
No analysis was made of differences in intelligence or 
achievement between boys and girls*
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Prevloua objective studies. A number of studies have 
been made relative to comparative achievement of rural students 
and urban students* Most of these have been In the field of i
achievement in grade-school subject matter# Also* many of 
these comparative studies have Involved the comparison of the 
achievement in the rural one^roora school and the centralized 
or city school# Some of these studies date back to 1914* and 
a large number of them were made in the 1920*s and early 1930*s# 
The authors of these studies varied greatly in their 
opinions as to the important factors involved in comparing 
rural-urban achievement# The validity of some of these studies 
has been questioned for various reasons* F r o s t i n  a Teachera 
College* Columbia University study, points out four reasons 
why comparison on the basis of school grade classification Is 
Invalidt
1. Rural school terms are often shorter and attendance 
is less regular*
2# In some states* the school system is organized upon
the basis of seven grades#
3# Grade standards assume that the tests are given at 
the same time of the year* which is not the case.
4. In the use of grade standards, retardation is not
considered#
^ Norman Frost* A Comparative Study of Achievement in 
County and Town Schools'~{Teachers (jolle^e Contributions to 
Education* iNo# ill# ' jlew York: Teachers College, Columbia 
University, 1921)* p# 13#
- a -
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Many studies on the educational achievement of pupils 
In one-room and in larger rural schools were summarized by 
Covert^, Assistant Specialist in Rural Education, Bureau of 
Education* After reviewing the studies, he concluded that 
three important questions should be kept In mind when compar­
ing the scores on achievement made by pupils of the two types 
of schools* The questions were:
1# Have the pupil*s intelligence ratings been estab­lished?
2* Are the pupils accomplishing all that they are 
capable of doing; that is, has their achievement age been 
considered in relation to their mental age?
3* Have the pupil*s chronological ages always been 
considered in relation to their mental age?
A few of the more recent studies were for the purpose 
, of evaluating and improving the schools concerned, and meeting 
the needs of the children. In this type of study, social and 
physical factors were considered which affect the efficiency 
of the school and the achievement and adjustment of the child. 
Hoppock^® states, **Two aspects to the problem of curriculum 
development are: to determine what are the needs of the
children we are to serve, and to determine how best these needs 
may be met.**
In a study made in Allamakee County, Iowa by Martens^^,
7 Timon Covert, Educational Achievements of One-Teacher 
and of Larmer Rural Schools [Rural School Circular,HiJo. iS, 
Ê^artment of Interior, Washington D. C*: Bureau of Education, 
November, 1926), p. 2.
10 Anne S. Hoppock, "A School Program Designed for Rural 
Children.” The National Elementary Principal. 29:43, April,1950,
11 Clarence C. Martens, «Educational Achievements of 
Eighth-Grade Pupils in One-Room Rural and Graced Town Schools,” 
The Elementary School Journal. 54: 523-5, May, 1954*
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comparing the educational achievements of eighth graders in 
one*room rural schools and graded tovm schools, the two main 
subtests and the total»test scores on each of the three tests 
of the California Achievement Tests; Intermediate Battery were 
used* Pupil achievement was compared on the basis of arithmetic 
reasoning, arithmetic fundamentals, total arithmetic achievement» 
reading vocabulary, reading comprehension, total reading achie­
vement, mechanics of English and grammar, spelling, and total 
language.achievement* The score made on the Beta form of the 
Otis Quick-3corin/i^ Mental Ability Tests was used as the con­
trollable variable* In comparing the scores made by the pupils 
on the achievement tests, the analysis of covariance was used 
throughout the study*
Martens selected thirty-seven rural boys, thirty-seven 
rural girls, thirty-seven urban boys and thirty-seven urban 
girls* They had to have received all of their education In 
either a rural school or an urban school* There was no 
significant difference in chronological age between the two 
groups, but there was a highly significant difference between 
the two groups in mental ability* The mean score on each of 
the achievement tests wag adjusted to compensate for the 
difference in mental ability*
The results of this study by Martens show that, for the 
pupils used in this study, the pupils who had received all of 
their elementary education in one-teacher per grade city
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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schools had higher achievement scores in relationship to their 
mental ability than did a comparable group of pupils Mho had 
received all of their elementary education in one-room rural 
schools*
■ Table 1. ADJUSTED hVZhU SCORES OF 74 TOTlf  ̂UP ILS
AND 74 RURAL PUFILSlZ
Test Adjusted Mean Scores Difference T
 ̂Town 
Pupils
Rural
Pupils
Arithmetic: 
Comprehension 
Fundamentals 
Total Achievement
30.6451*96
63.23
26.16
47.40
75*65
2.66
4.56
7.56
3.442.56
2.90
Reading:
Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Total Achievement
55.46
37.61
69.36
50*7330.66
61.64
4.73
6.73 7.76
3.30
4.174.76
Language:
Mechanics 
Spelling 1 Total Achievement
52.10
20.92
72.96
46.45
19*63
66*09
3.65
1.29
4*67
3.27
1.77
3*39
An extensive investigative study was directed by the 
Department of Rural Education of the Rational Education Associa- 
tion^^j in 1921-22I to determine the comparative results of 
Instruction in one-teacher and consolidated schools. From the
12 Martens, ibid. p. $24#
^3 John M. Foote, ”A Comparative Study of Instruction 
in Consolidated and One-Teacher Schools,** Rational Education 
Association, Addresses and Proceedings of the Sixty-First 
rnriual MeêëLg, Ul: Sl̂ XTi'X m . ------------- -------
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findings of this study* it was assumed that the elementary 
instruction in the centralized schools was superior to the 
instruction In the one-teacher type of school* due to more 
favorable administrative conditions#
Kennedy^4 made a study for determining the comparative 
success in first-year high school work of the pupils who enter­
ed from the consolidated schools and those who came from one- 
room rural schools* The comparison was made in terms of 
teacher*3 marks expressed in percentages* During the five 
year period reviewed* there were 177 graduates from the con­
solidated schools and 150 from the one-room schools whose 
records were available for both semesters of their Freshman 
high school year* Averaging the marks of the two groups In 
their first year of high school work* Mr* Kennedy reports the 
rating of the consolldted school group as %bout six percentage 
points higher than the average attained by graduates of one-room 
rural schools* Comparing the records of the consolidated and 
the one-room school groups on the basis of average marks for the 
first and the second semesters separately* Mr* Kennedy found 
that both groups showed improvement in the second semester and 
that the Increase in the rating was greater for the graduates 
of the one-room schools* It was concluded from these findings 
that the graduates of the one-room schools probably face more
^4 Floyd Kennedy, *»3ucccss in Hi h School of Pupils 
from Differently Organized Rural Schools*^ Elementary School 
Journal* 42t 92-93* October* 1941#
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difficult adjustments when they enter high school, and that 
these adjustments might be facilitated by appropriate guidance 
procedures#
A study for the purpose of determining what differences, 
if any, existed between the achievement of rural children fr<m 
graded and ungraded elementary schools in reading, language, 
arithmetic and spelling at the sixth, ninth, and twelfth grade 
levels was conducted by Dreler3-5, The tests used were the 
Stanford Achievement Test; Intermediate Partial Battery for 
reading, language, arithmetic and spelling for the sixth 
graders; the Progressive Achievement Tests: Advance Battery
Form A, for pupils of grades nine and twelve; Otis Quick- 
Scoring Mental Ability Tests; Form Beta for grade six and 
Form Gamma for grades nine and twelve* The study shows that 
the graded school seems more likely to provide a better back* 
ground for h i ^  school achievement in reading than in any of 
the three other basic skills measured* The reading differences 
in favor of the graded school were significant in both the ninth 
and twelfth grades, even when the mental ability and Svcio* 
economic status of the graded an ungraded groups were efcatis* 
tically controlled*
Fi%)st^^, in a study conducted in Madison County, Kentucky, 
found that the six-month country schools of Madison County were
William H* Breier, «The Differential Achievement of 
Rural Graded and Ungraded School Pupils,« Journal of Educa­
tional Research, 43; 175-1^5, November, 1949#
Frost, oo* cit.. p# 66.
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lowest and the nine month country schools of Iladlsoa County 
were second lowest ta comparing these schools to selected 
city schools in achievement of basic skills* The median 13-* 
year old child of the six-month country schools could neither 
add, subtract, nor multiply as well as the median 10-year old 
child of the selected city schools# The median 13-year old 
child of the nine-month country school v/as below the median 
11-year old child of a selected city school in addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division#
In a study on comparative scholastic achievement of 
Freshman hi :h school students from one-teacher schools and 
Freshman high school students from graded schools, Emmert^7 
found no significant differences between the two groups# The 
groups were selected on the basis of equal intelligence quotients 
and equal chronological ages# The following chart shows the 
comparisons of the two groups in achievement in English Correct­
ness, algebra and general science, the only scholastic achieve­
ment tests used by Emmert* Factors affecting achievement, other 
than mental ability and chronological age, were not considered 
in this study#
^7 V* L. Emmert, ^'Scholastic Achievement of Urban and Rural Fr.shraan H i ^  School Pupils of Equal Intelligence 
Quotients, as Measured by Certain Tests,” (Unpublished Master’s 
Thesis, Montana State University, Missoula, 193^) p* 25-4^#
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Table Ho, 2 CŒT/æiSJH OF THE CCÜRES 
OF URBAN AND RURAL PUPILSl^
No, lean (Ave,) Mdn, P.E. (T'
NGLISH 
CORRECTNESS
Urban 
Rural
Difference
112
115
2,67 3.70
2,57 (C,R 
.629)
3,07 Favor of Urban
132,59129.52 126.3327.10
2,76
2.40
3.66
.169)
,62 Favor of EuraF
14.06
ALGEBRA
Urban 
Rural
Difference
16,22 ,33 1.21
15#75 ,34 (G.R.*
,404)
,49 Favor of Urban
1.05 (C.E.* 
.137)
1,44 Favor of Urbai
GENERAL
[3CIENCE
Urban 
Rural
}jfference
22
33
34,91
1ÎX&
2,09 2,3
L.36 (C,R,«
1,607)
4,50 Favor of Rural
j I______
2.a
(O.K.' 
.94)
2,63 Favor of hur 
I I 4In a cœnparative study conducted by Van V/agencn^9 1%% 
Minnesota In ¥/hich he compared scholastic achievement of rural 
town and city schools, he found the rural schools ranking far 
below the other two types of schools. This was a state-wide
Emmert, ibid,. p* 33.
James Flarvin Van V/agenen. Gomoprative Fupil Achieve- raent in Rural. Tô.»»a and City Schools. U-iinnesota "6'i'uu'e Ueparb- 
ment c? Education, HlmieapolTil The University of î*iinnesotâ 
Press, 1929), pp. 144.
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study for the purpose of studying the merits of consolidation 
and centralization of schools* The pupils in the upper grades 
of the rural schools were two years behind the pupils in the 
corresponding grades of the city schools* The town or village 
schools ranked better In comparison but were still one year 
to six months behind the city schools in corresponding grades* 
fahlqulst^^ found that children from the schools in 
Salt W e e  City were far superior in intelligence and achieve- 
ment compared to those from the rural schools In the county#
In comparing the scores of the children tested on paragraph 
meaning, sentence meaning, word meaning, aritlimetic computation, 
arithmetic reasoning and diction, of the third, fourth and 
seventh grades for the county school districts with those from 
the Salt hake City district, it was observed that the average 
difference In educational achievement was t\/elve and two-thirds 
school months in favor of the Salt lake City District*
Sykes^^ found in an educational survey of Judith Basin 
County, Montana that the urban or centralized school was far 
advanced in scholastic aciiievement when compared to the rural 
type school* This particular survey shows the narked superio­
rity of the tovni or large school, because in this study the
John T* Wahlquistj «Intelligence of Rural and Urban 
Children.” Elementary School Journal, 2?î 662-691, May, 1927*
Earl F. Sykes, «An Educational Survey of the School 
Children of Judith Basin County, Montana,” {Unrublished ilaster’s 
Thesis, Montana State University, flissoula, 1931), P* 123*
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students were of nearly equal chronological and mental ages, 
but due apparently to a difference in educational facilities 
under which they received their training, they have widely 
different educational ages. Sykes suggests that wide differ­
ences that were shown between rural and urban students might 
partially be corrected by better supervision and administra­
tion, but also that better qualified teachers were needed in 
the rural schools*
Another study was conducted in Spokane County, Washing­
ton by Stone and Curtis^^* The results obtained from the use 
of the standardized tests in graded and one-room rural schools, 
and the grades earned In the State Eighth-Grade Examinations 
by pupils of the two types of schools seemed to warrant the 
following conclusions:
1* Ninth-grade pupils who came frcsn graded schools in 
Spokane County were better prepared than the pupils with 
Wiom they were paired, who had come through one-room 
schools; so also were the eighth-grade pupils and the 
seventh-grade pupils in the graded schools. The eighth- 
, grad© pupils also made better marks in the Washington 
State Examinations than the pupils with whom they were 
paired from the rural schools*
2* On the basis of results obtained from the standard­
ized tests used, the advantage held by pupils of graded
schools over the pupils with whom they were paired from
the rural schools may be expressed as follows:
Months School Time
9th Grade Pupils 3,8
Gth Grade Pupils 4.5
7th Grade Pupils 5.6
C. W* Stone and J* W* Curtis, ^Progress of Equiva­
lent ene-Room and Graded School Pupils,* Journal of Education­
al Research. 16: 260-264, November, 1927*
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3# The results of the grades made by equivalent pupils 
in the state examinations showed a difference of 5*2 per 
cent in favor of the graded schools*
In a study by the Research and Statistical Standards 
Section of the United States Office of Education^) conducted 
in 1947 and 194Ô comparing education in rural and urban school 
systems the following conclusion was reached*
The indices presented, both financial and non-financial, 
show the public elementary and secondary schools In city 
systems to be on the average somewhat better than those 
in rural systems* Urban schools pay higher salaries to 
their teachers} they spend more per pupil for education; 
they have a longer school term* All these factors suggest 
more adequate educational services* The slightly smaller 
pupil-teacher ratio in the rural schools indicates smaller 
schools rather than higher educational standards.
This study covered thirty-six states; Montana was ex­
cluded because of the county high school system in Montana# 
"Urban* in this study include all cities and incorporated 
places having twenty-five hundred or more inhabitants; "Rural" 
includes all other areas*
Although most of the studies which have been reviewed 
refer to a rural school as a one-teacher school, they indicate 
that the larger school and school systems offer children more 
adequate educational services as indicated by the various 
achievement tests* The studies have been mostly statistical 
with little or no reference to the influence of environment, 
social structure or school finances upon pupil achievement*
23 Rose Marie Smith, "Education in Rural and City 
School Systems," Office of Education. Circular No. 329* 
Novenber, 1951*
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made a study dealing with the relationship 
between the social structure of the classroom and the academic 
success of pupils# The conclusions of the study show a direct 
relationship between achlsrement and social relationships#
This relationship should be constantly in the minds of all 
teachers and educators In Montana County high school systems, 
and other school systems where rural and urban children are 
Intermingled# This study is presented here to illustrate'that 
some factors other than mental ability may affect scholastic 
achievement#
Margaret K# Bruswell, *»The Relationship Between the 
Social Structure of the classroom and the Academic Success 
of the Pupils,** Journal of Experimental Education# 22: 37-52, 
September, 1952#
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CÎÎAPTER III 
TYPES AND SOURCES OF DATA
In this chapter the objective factors and the subjective 
factors that were uaed in this study will be discussed. The 
sources of the data will also be described briefly*
THE OBJECTIVE DATA
Three different sources furnished the objective data for 
this study; the first source being the Missoula County High 
School* From here scores were obtained for four different 
types of standardized tests* These tests were the Otis Self- 
Administering Test of Mental Ability* the Iowa Algebra Aotitude 
Test, the Unit Scales of Attainment; Reading - Comprehension* 
and the Cooperative English Test: Form PM* These tests were 
administered to eighth-grade graduates in Missoula County who 
were prospective freshmen of Missoula County High School*
The Superintendent *9 office of Missoula County School 
District No* 1 was the second source of data* This material 
consisted of the placement of the eighth-grade pupils of the 
various schools in the subject fields of the Stanford Achieve­
ment Testa: Advanced Battery* The third source of data pro­
cured was from Individual pupil permanent records in the office 
of the Missoula County Superintendent of Schools* These records 
contained scores for rural pupils made in the various subject 
fields on the Coordinated Scales of Attainment* The general
—20—
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fund budgets of the school districts considered in this study 
were obtained from the Missoula County Treasurer’s Office.
Otis SelfAdministerinr: Test of Mental Ability is one 
of the oldest and one of the most popular of intelligence 
tests that Is on the market today. The te^t was first publish­
ed in 1922, and is distributed by the VCorld Book Company*
General classifications of the test are verbal, arithme­
tical and spatial* Included in the general classifications are 
vocabulary, sentence meaning, proverbs, numerical series and 
analogies. Thirty minutes is the suggested time limit for 
administering the entire test.
4
Horms of the test are based on the distribution of 
scores for approximately one hundred twenty thousand persons* 
Large samplings of various sections of the United States were 
taken* The method of standardization provides the best indi­
cation of the test’s validity. The reliability of the test is 
about .92 based upon the comparison of results on the "A" and 
"B** forms of the test.
Unit Scales o:̂  Attainmentî Reading - Comprehension was 
developed by M. J# Van Wagenen of the University of Minnesota. 
The copyright date is 1933, and it is published by the Educa­
tional Test Bureau, Educational Publishers Inc. This test is 
intended to measure the ability of the pupil in r ading* Al­
though the test has no time limit, everyone is expected to 
finish the test within forty-five minutes.
The test consists of eight paragraphs which are arranged
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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according to difficulty# These paragraphs measure the ability 
of the pupil in grasping the general meaning of the paragraphs, 
the ability to determine If a definite idea Is stated, the 
ability to identify details, and the ability to make simple 
inferences from the material presented#
Interpretation of the raw score may be by the C-3core 
which is based upon a OScore unit being one-tenth of a 
quartlle deviation, or upon Heading Age which corresponds to 
the C-Score.
Cooperative Engclish Test: Form PM is divided into three 
main divisions. First of the main divisions is English usage, 
which is subdivided into grammar and diction, punctuation, 
capitalization, and sentence structure# Spelling is the 
second main division, and the third main division is vocabu­
lary# Seventy minutes is the time limit for the entire test; 
each division and subdivision has a time limit#
Educational Testing Service is the publisher of this 
test# The copyright date of the test is 1939* Reliabilities 
of the test are given as about #9S# No validity coefficients 
are given for this test#
Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test consists of four main parts; 
arithmetic, abstract computation, numerical series, and depen­
dence and variation# Fundamentals (addition, sabstraction, 
multiplication, division, and use of percentage) are stressed 
in the arithmetic portion of the test, which consists of 
thirty examples requiring twelve minutes# Part two is abstract
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computation and makes ap;lication of fundamentals to written 
problemst There are twenty-five problems requiring eight 
minutes of working time* Part three is composed of numerical 
series I and measures students' ability to group sequence of a 
series of nimbers# The number of series test has forty exer­
cises and a total time limit of twelve minutes# Part four, 
dependence and variations test* consists of ten exercises re­
quiring three minutes of working time# The purpose of this 
part of the test is to measure student's ability to grasp the 
relationship of the variables in simple algebraic equations.
Coordinated Scales of Attainment is an achievement test 
published by Educational Test Bur au, Educational Publishers*
Inc. The test is divided into nine subject fields which are 
spelling* English, reading* history* geography* science* 
literature* arithmetic computation, and arithmetic reasoning#
The English division Is further subdivided into puntnation* 
usuage and capitalization# Each division and subdivision are 
timed for a total of 256 minutes* There are two forms of the 
test for each grade level#
Stanford Achievement Test Is an achievement test pub­
lished by the World Book Company* There are five forms of 
the advanced battery; they are matched for content and diffi­
culty* represent equally good measures of the respective sub­
jects* and yield directly comparable results*
The test is divided into nine subject fields: paragraph 
meaning* word meaning, spelling* language, arithmetic reasoning*
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arithmetic computation^ social studies^ science, and study 
skillsf
Ho correlation of the two achievement tests was avail­
able, hut for all practical purposes they are suitable for the 
comparison to be presented in this study. In this study it is 
pertinent that all aspects affecting achievement be presented, 
without attempting to evaluate tests.
Achievement tests are not the only criteria by which 
a pupils success in school should be judged. In relation to 
achievement tests, Travers^^ states:
During the past fifteen years over one thousand studies 
have api:eared which have attempted to evaluate one or more 
tests for the purpose of predicting some aspect of scholas­
tic achievement*#It should be noted that a multitude of 
the studies under consideration are based upon the belief 
tliat the main reason for the inadequacies of present pre­
dictions is that the tests do not adequately measure the 
factors within the Individual which make for success*
The Elementary School General Fuad Budget used by school 
districts in Montana is standardised to conform to Montana 
State law, This budget includedt general control, instruction­
al costs, maintenance of plant, operation of plant, auxiliary 
agencies, current capital outlay, and total maintenance and 
operation* Per pupil costs were determined by dividing the 
total of the General Fund Budgets for the four year period by 
the total of the average belonging (ANB) for the four year 
period* Per pupil cost and other financial aspects are pre­
sented in the next chapter*
 Robert M# W* Travers, "The Prediction of Achievement,"
School and Society, 70:293, November 5, 1949#
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THE SUBJECTIVE DATA
Subjective evaluations were obtained by observation, 
and by talking to many teachers, supervisors, and superin­
tendents* These evaluations included such items as school 
facilities, the school plant, teacher turnover, teacher train­
ing, and the general physical environment of the school and 
comniunity. Some consideration will be given to the relation­
ship between these subjective data and academic achievement 
and pupil growth in the following chi^pters.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
Thi8 chapter presents all of the objective and sub­
jective data of the study* The first part of the chapter 
deals with standardized tests and their interpretations, 
followed by school costs. The last part of the chapter in­
clude# information dealing with teachers and the school plants* 
Code letters rather then the names of the schools are used 
throughout this study by request of superintendents, principals 
and teachers*
STANDARDIZED TESTS
Otis Self*AdmlnlsterlnE Test of Mental Ability* For 
the four year period covered by this study, the intelligence 
quotients of 1594* pupils were procured; of this number, I365 
were urban pupils and 229 were rural pupils# As noted in 
Table 3, the mean score of all schools concerned was 104*10 
with a standard error ((Tm) of *23* The mean intelligence 
quotient score of all of the urban pupils was 104*47 with a 
standard error of #32* For all of the rural pupils the mean 
intelligence quotient score was 100*31 with a standard error 
of .74.
Whatever the degree of importance might be, the urban 
pupils * mean score was 4*16 points higher than the mean score 
of the rural pupils. A more graphic representation is shown
—26—
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Table III COWARISON OP INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS OP RURAL AND 
URBAN EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54.
No,
Pupils
Median
Score Q Score
Mean
Score < r ^
All
Schools 1594 104.27 7,85 104.10 .28 11*10
All Urban 
Schools 1365 105*22 7*815 104.47 .32 11.70
All Rural 
Schools 229 100*79 7.105 100.31 *74 11.20
Difference of 
Scores 
Favor of Urban 4.43 4.16
diff* 
Critical Ratio
1*01
4*38
.806
5*16
All Rural 
Schools Less 
lural School 
«A»
147 100.32 6*665 98*90 .85 10.35
difference of Scores 
of Urban and Rural 
Schools Less Rural 
School *A" Favor of 
Urban
4.90 5*57
diff. 
Critical Ratio
1.138
4.30
*908
6.13
in Fig^ire 1*
Estimating the reliability of the obtained difference 
of the means, further evidence indicates that the difference 
is significant* The significance of the difference is shown
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by the standard error of the difference of the two means, 4,16, 
which was *806# The critical ratio was 5#16# When the critical 
ratio, which is the ratio of the difference of the two means 
and its standard error, is more than three, it is practically 
certain that the difference in the means is a real and true 
one#
The standard error of the difference of two medians 
substantiates the significance of the difference of the two 
groups# The difference of the medians for the two groups was 
4#43 favoring the urban pupils# The standard error of the 
difference of the medians was 1*01, and the critical ratio was 
4.38#
Rural school was the only rural school that was
completely graded, that is, one teacher per grade# It was
also the only rural school that had specialty teachers# Hence, 
it was very similar to the urban schools in this study. Com­
parisons of urban and rural students were made both with and
without the pupils of rural school
According to Table III, the mean intelligence quotient 
score for all rural pupils minus the pupils from rural school 
was 98#9# This mean score was $#57 points less than the 
mean Intelligence quotient score for all urban pupils. The 
difference was highly reliable; the critical ratio was 6.13* 
Figure 2 illustrates the difference between the urban pupils 
and the rural pupils minus rural school "A". Figures 1 and 2 
also show that the range of urban pupils* scores was greater
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Table 17 INTELLIGENCE TEST DATA, RURAL AND URBAN
IS MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54*
School No,Pupils
Median
Score Q 8cor<
Mean
Score <rfT
Urban
A 133 101.8 7.93 101.1 .98 11.3
B 153 105.97 7.0 105.47 .925 11.45
C 59 108.57 7.02 108.4 1.02 9.65
D 126 107.31 7,67 106.75 .93 10.45
E 87 107.33 7.29 106.18 1.30 12.15
P 112 100.45 8.20 101.6 1.20 11.6
0 " 201 109.64 6.17 109.3 .68 9.6
H 101 100.25 8.35 98.89 .856 8.6
I 80 103.44 7,06 103.63 .81 7*25
J 178 102,0 8,03 102*55 .85 11.3
K 105 104.17 8.4 103.0 1.13 11.55
Rural
A 82 101.67 7.99 103.48 1.34 12.15
B 44 97.0 3*54 97.05 1.296 8.6
C 28 97.5 6.37 97$ 86 2,004 10.6
All Other 
Rural 
Schools
75 101.9 7.78 100.59 1.27 11.1
than the range of the rural pupils’s scores*
In order to avoid misunderstandings, and possibly the
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Idea that just one or two schools were responsible for the 
difference in the rural and urban scores. Table IV lists each 
school eeperately. Of the urban schools, Table IV shows 
school with a high mean intelligence score of 109*3 follow­
ed by school with a mean score of 10^.4# School "H* had 
the lowest mean score of the urban schools with a score of 
100*25, which is within *06 points of the rural schools* mean* 
Of the rural schools, school had a high mean score of 
103*46 which was almost a point less than the mean of all 
urban schools*
Figure 3 shows the rang© and the middle fifty per cent 
for each school. The urban school with the greatest range was 
school "B* with a high schore of 150,0 and a low score of 74*0* 
Incidently the score of 150,0 was high for all schools, and 
the lowest score of all schools was held by urban school "K** 
with a low score of 71*0* Rural school had the greatest 
range of the rural schools with a high score of 144*0 and a 
low of 76,0*
The >dde range of the mental abilities of pupils has 
always presented a problem to the teacher, Bond^^ says, "If 
pupils of wide variances in mental capacity must be placed in 
the same class, the teacher needs to be aware of the likelihood 
that there also will be a wide diversity of ability to study*"
20 j@33 A, Bond, "Analysis of Factors Adversely Affect­
ing Scholarship of High School Pupils," Journal of Educational 
Research* 46: 1-15» September, 1952,
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Figure 3. COMPARISON OF SCORES M D E  BY ALL SCHOOLS ON THE 
OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY
K
Many large school systems have met this problem by dividing 
classes Into ability levels*
Unit Scales of Attainment! Reading • Compréhension.
Of the 15â9 pupils whose reading test scores were procured*
1364 were urban and 225 were rural* The mean score of all of 
the test scores* as indicated on Table T* was 14-10.0* The 
score is represented as reading age; 14-10*0 means fourteen 
years* ten months* The reading age limits in this test were 
nine years to twenty years. As shown by Table V* the mean 
score of the urban pupils was ^*7 months higher than the mean 
score of the rural pupils* This difference is illustrated in 
Figure 4# The difference of 8*7 months was significant be­
cause the critical ratio was 3*78*
All rural pupils* minus the pupils of rural school 
had a mean reading score of 13-10*3* By omitting rural school 
*A**g the difference of the mean score of all of the urban 
schools was 12*1 months in favor of the urban schools* The 
critical ratio for this difference was 4*44 Indicating that 
the difference was significant* Figure 5 illustrates the 
difference between the two groups*
The reading test median and mean scores, expressed in 
terms of reading age, of each school are listed separately In 
Table VI* From the data in Table VI it is noted that urban 
school ”C** had a high score of 16 years 3*2 months* Urban 
school had the lowest score for all of the urban schools* 
Rural school *A" had the highest mean score for all of the rural
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Table ? C0IÎPARI30N OF READING TEST SCORES OF RURAL AND URBAN
PUPILS IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54.
No.
Pupils
Median
Age
SquiV.
Q Score
Mean
Age
Equiv.
iTW'
All
Schools 1589 14-9.9 1-11.4 14-10.0 0.85 2-9.6
All
Urban
Schools 1364
14-10.3 2-0.0 14-10.4 0.94 2-10.7
All
Rural
Schools
225 14-3.6 1-9.4 14-1.7 2.10 2-7.5
Difference of 
Scores Favor 
Urban
0-6.7 0-S.7
diff. 
Critical Ratio 2*32
2.3^3.78
All Rural 
Schools 
Less Rural 
School »*A«
W 13-10.5 3-2.6 13-10.3 2.56 2—6.8
)ifference of 
Scores of Urban 
m d  Rural Schools 
,ess Rural School 
«Â»
0—15-.8 1-0.1
diff.Critical .Ratio
3*42
3.30 2.734.44
schools.
Figure 6 Illustrates, by the vertical bars, the middle
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Table VI READING TEST DATA, RURAL AND URBAN SCHOOLS
IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951*54.
School No#Pupils
Median
Score Q Score
Mean
Score
Urban
A 134 14*1*9 1-8.7 1 13-11.6 2.51 2-5.0
B 152 15*4.5 1-5.2 15-6.7 2.47 2-6.5
C 90 16-2.4 2-1,5 16—3.2 3.70 2-11.2
D 129 15*5.3 2*2.5 15*5.6 3.05 2.10.6
E è5 14*7.5 1*11.0 14-8.5 3.71 2-10.2
F 114 14-t8.2 2-0.1 14-7.8 3.07 2—8.8
G 19^ 15*5.8 2*8.6 15-6.2 2.52 2-11.4
H 9$ 13*9.2 1*9.6 13-10*0 3.29 2—8.5
; 79 14—8.4 1*11.7 14—6.0 3.73 2-9.1
J 170 14*8.6 1-10.3 f4-8,4 2.37 2-7.0
K 107 14-6.8 2-1,1 14—6.6 3.38 2-11,0
Rural
Â 81 14—9.2 1-8.5 14*7.9 3.52 2-7.7
B 44 13-8.0 1-7.2 13-11.2 4.77 2-7.6
C 29 14-3.0 1-7.9 14-3.1 5.08 2-3*4
All Other 
Rural 
Schools
80 14-5.1 1-10.1 13-11.6 3.51 2-7.4
Yifty per cent of tlie scores nade by the various schools# The 
vertical lines represent the total range of scores for each
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Figure 6. COMPARISON OF SCORES MADE BY ALL SCHOOLS ON THE 
UNIT SCALES OF ATTAINMENT: READING-COMPREHENSION
school* It will be noted that the ran^e of the test and of 
the graph Is from 9 years to 20 years, expressed as reading 
age equivalents* The ranges of all urban schools were bound 
by these limits* Many of the rural schools were bound by the 
lower limit, and a few were bound by the upper limit* The 
median score for all schools is represented by a horizontal 
brown line in Figure 6#
 ̂ Cooperative English Test: Form PM* Of the 1593 English
test scores obtained, 1361 were from urban schools, and 232 
were from rural schools* Table VII shows that the mean score 
of all schools was 141*14 and the standard error was ,Ê24*
Of the 1361 urban English test scores, the mean score was ; 
141*96; the standard error was *906. The mean score for the 
rural schools was-13^*02.
In comparing rural and urban mean scores, tho urban 
pupils exceeded the rural pupils by 3*92 points* An illustra­
tion of the diffei’once can be seen In Figure 7* The critical 
ratio of thin difference was 1.79*
1
There was a greater difference in the means of the urban 
schools and the rural schools wîien rural school "A" was exclud­
ed* The difference was 7*47 points favoring the urban pupils* 
The 7*47 points difference was significant as indicated by a 
critical ratio of 3*26& This difference is illustrated 
graphically in Figure â*
A consideration of each Individual school is represent­
ed in Table VIII* The mean and median English test scores for
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Table VII COMPARISON OF ENGLISH TEST SCCR73 CF RURAL ArS) URBAN
EIGHTH GRADE PUi ILS IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54.
• Pupils
Median
Score Q Score
Mean
Score cflC
All
Schools 1593 139.55 24.98 141.14 .824 32.85
All
Urban
Schools 1361 140.53 22.07 141*94 .906 33.62
All
Rural
Schools
232 13â*3â 18.52 133.02 1.989 30.3
Difference of 
Scores of Rural 
and Urban Favor 
of Urban
2,15 3*92
diff. 
Critical Ratio 2.74.79
2*19
1.79
All Rural 
Schools Less Rural School 
«A**
150 133*57 13.09 134.47 2.099 25.71
Difference of 
Scores of Urban 
Schools Less 
Rural School 
Favor of Urban
6.96 7.47
diff. 
Critical Ratio
2.86
2.43*
2.29
3.27
each school is listed in this table. Urban school had a
high mean score of 155.57 points, and urban school had the
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Table. VIII ENGLISH TEST DATA, RURAL AND URBAN SCHOOLS
IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54* ,
School
No,
Pupils
Median
Score Q-Score
Mean
Score / I T
Urban
A 133 131.18 20.89 131,47 2,56 29,56
B 152 136.67 19,25 138.29 2,52 31,05
C 91 . 154,17 23.00 153,90 3,53 33,70
Û 129 149,50 24.36 146.43 3,04 34,50
E Ô7 139,50 19.63 140,52 3,56 33,17
F 114 128.57 22.23 130.70 2.95 31,45
0 201 153,33 24,62 155,57 2.52 35.70
H 102 128.46 20.12 130.20 2.79 28.20
I SO 140.71 22.75 136.50 3,56 31,80
J 172 139.50 19,48 142.67 2.24 29,42
K . 107 136.67 20.56 138.46 3,11 32.20
Rural
A 82 144.67 21.56 147.31 3,96 32.56
B 44 132.00 17.0 133,86 3,90 25,86
C 28 131.67 15,34 133,57 4.99 26.42
All Other 
Rural 
Schools
78 135.83 18.80 135,13 3*15 27,80
lowest mean score, 130.196 points, of all urban schools. Rural 
school "A" had the highest mean score of all of the rural schools*
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All schools are graphically presented In Fig-ore 9# The black 
vertical lines are the total ranges of each school, and the 
vertical bfirs are the middle fifty per cent of the scores for 
each school# The number of pu: 11s in a school has little or 
no bearing on the length of the vertical bar. The brown 
horizontal line represents the median score for all of the. 
schools concerned#
Iowa Alhobra Aptitude Test. Algebra test scores of 1602 
pupils were obtained; of this number, 136? were urban pupils* 
scores, and 235 were rural pupils* scores# Fhr all of the 
scores procured, the mean score was 54#208 and the median score 
was 54#274# Table IX indicates the mean score for all rural 
pupils was 50#99 and the median score was 50*92 points# The 
mean score for all urban pupils was 54*15 points and the 
median score was 54*33 points* hlien rural school was ex­
cluded the mean score of the rural schools was 50*99 points#
The difference in mean scores of all urban schools and all 
rural schools was *14 points* This difference is not significant 
because the critical ratio was #143 points* The difference is 
Illustrated in Figure 10* The difference of 3*16 points in mean 
scores of all urban schools and of qll rural schools except 
rural school was not significant as indicated by a critical 
ratio of 2*36* A comparison of this difference is illustrated 
in Figure 11#
Algebra test data are shown for each individual school in 
Table X* Reference to this table shows urban school with
♦
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Table IX COMPARISON OF ÂLGIL3RA TK3T SCGR33 OF RURAL AND URB^N 
EIGHTH GRADE PUPILS IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54*
- No,
Pupils
Median
Score Q Score MeanScore (T'
All
Schools 1602 54,27 9,37 54,21 ,33 13.31
All
Urban
Schools 1367
54.36 9.51 54,15 ,35 13.10
All
Rural
Schools 235 53,24
9,03 54.01 ,68 13,47
Difference of 
Scores of Urban 
and Rural Favor 
of Urban
1.14 ,14
diff. 
Critical Ratio 1.19.96
,95.15
All Rural 
Schools Less 
Rural School 
«A**
149 50,92 a.39 50,99 1,11 13,5
Difference of 
Scores of Urban 
and Rural Schoo 
Less Rural Scho 
Favor of Or
Is
ol
ban
3.46 3,16
diff. 
Critical Ratio •
1.382.51
1,10
2,66
a high mean score of 60,31 points, and urban school with a
low mean score of 46,96 points for all urban schools. Rural
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Table X ALGT3TIA Ti3T DATA, F.ÜDAL AKD UDBAH CCHOCLJ 
IN MISSOULA COUNTY, 1951-54.
School No. ' Pupils
Median
Score Q Score
Mean
Score zfT
Urban
A 132 50.71 9.83 50*38 1*25 14.41
B 152 56.52 7*24 55.79 1.03 12.69
C 89 59.81 9.01 60.31 1.33 12.56
D 130 55.44 8*20 54*66 1.04 11*82
E 90 53*33 11*45 51.83 1.49 14.13
F 114 52*92 10*29 52*89 1.30 13.83
G 197 55.87 9.69 55.60 .97 13*64
H 99 46*96 7*69 47.00 1*37 13.60
I 81 50.78 9.20 51.39 1.36 12.25
J 176 54.07 8.31 55*12 .79 10*52
K 107
/
59.50 8*90 58*44 1.29 13.35
Rural
A 86 58*21 8*80 59.25 1.38 12.76
B 44 51.5 10.75 49.32 1.96 12.97
0 28 51.43 8.54 52*32 2.78 14.73
All Other 
Rural 
Schools
77 50.19 7.53 50*82 1.37 12.00
school "A** had the highest mean score of the rural schools 
which was 59«25 points* A pictorial illustration of each 
school’s standing is shown in Figure 12# The black vertical
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line for each school Is its total raage of test scores# The 
vertical bar is the middle fifty per cent of scores for each 
school* The brown horizontal line represents the median for 
all schools#
The mean scores for all of the schools on each of the 
tests, Otis S^Xf*Admintsterln? Te«!t of Ment,?l Ability. Unit 
Scales of Attainment? Headinjy Comprehension. Cooreratlve En?«*
11 sh Test; Form and the Io>ja Al.rrobra Aptitude Test, are 
illustrated by the broken, vertical, brovm line on Figure 13* 
The mean scores as established by these tests for the different 
groups, urhqn, all rural, and all rural minus rural school 
are shown by the short, black, vertical lines on Figure 13# As 
elucidated by this graph, the rural children’s achievement on 
these tests was probably greater in relation to their mental 
ability than the achievement of the urban children in relation 
to their mental ability*
Achievement Test Data# The material from the achieve­
ment tests are presented first by subject fields, referred to 
as subtests# These subtests are Paragraph Meaning, Spelling, 
Aritîimetic Reasoning, Arithmetic Computation, Language* and 
Science# Secondly, the composite median achievement test 
scores of each school is represented and discussed* All scores 
are given in terms of grade equivalents# Again it is necessary 
to keep the schools* anonymous, and to use a code letter for 
each school*
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Reference to Figure 14 shows the median grade equivalert 
of each school for the Paragraph Meaning subtest. The hori­
zontal brown line represents the median grade equivalent for 
all schools. The all school median grade equivalent was 3-8, 
meaning eight-tenths of the school year of the eighth grade. 
The two horizontal blue lines represents the median scons of 
the urban group and the rural gourp. The median grade equiva­
lent for all urban schools was 9-»6 meaning six-tenths of the 
school year of the ninth grade. Urban school had a high 
median grade equivalent of 10-6 and urban school ’♦H’» had the 
lowest grade equivalent of 8-6 for all of the urban schools. 
Rural school had the highest median grade equivalent of the 
rural schools with a score of 9~1# Rural school **E” had the 
lowest median grade equivalent of 7-8 for all of the schools.
WEan" Rural
Schools; A B C D E F G H I J K A B O D E  F G H I J K L
*
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ÎI
«•O
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9-C[
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•igure 14 COMPARISON OF Î-EDIAN ACHIEVB^NT, GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
IN PARAQRAPH-f-EANING ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
When comparing the median grade equivalent of all urban
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schools with the median grade equivalent of all rural schools it 
was found that the urban schools exceeded the rural schools by 
1#2 school years. This corresponds with the difference of 12*1 
months as shown by the data of the Unit Scales of Attainment! 
Reading* Comprehension*
Urban Rural
Schools: A B C D E F G H I J K A B C D E F G H I J K L
09
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Figure X% COMPARISON OF ACHIEVBSNT BY MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENTS
IN SPELLING ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
Figure 15 gives a comparative picture of the median grade 
equivalent for eighth grade pupils of each school for four years 
on the Spelling subtest. The median grade equivalent of B-6 for 
all schools is represented by the brown horizontal line on the 
diagram* The median grade équivalent of all urban schools, which 
was 9-3, is represented by the horizontal blue line on the left 
half of Figure 15# All rural schools had a median grade equiva­
lent of C-4; this median is represented by the horizontal blue
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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line on the right half of Figure 15* The difference in the 
median grade equivalents of thé two groups, favored the urban 
group by ,9 of a school year* The importance of this difference 
depends upon the importance placed upon spelling* There are 
varying opinions as to the need of knowledge of correct spelling*
Urban Rural
Schools: A B C D E F O K Î J K A B C D E F G H I J K L
n 12-0-
S 11—0-
> 10-0-
mo* 9-0-
o*o 8-0-
(3 « ■o 7-0-
A B C D E F G H I J K A B C D E F G H I J K L
Figure 16* COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEÎ ÎENT BÏ MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
IN ARITHMETIC REASONING ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
Median grade equivalents for all schools in Arithmetic 
Reasoning are shown in Figure 16* The all school median grade 
equivalent was 8-6 as represented by the horizontal brown line 
in Figure 16, All urban schools had a median grade equivalent 
of 9-4; this is represented by the horizontal blue line on the 
left of the diagram. The median grade equivalent for all rural 
schools was 8-5* The horizontal blue line on the right of the 
diagram represents the median grade equivalent for all rural 
schools, When comparing the median grade equivalent of the urban
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schools and the median grade equivalent of the rural schools, there 
was a difference of eight-tent of school y^ar favoring the 
urban group*
^rban Rural
Schoolsi B C D E F G H I J K A B C D E F G H I J K L
I
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igure 17# .cm?ARISON OF ÂCHIEVEÎCTT BY KB:DIAM GRADE EQUIVALENTS 
IN ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
, Figure 17 illustrates the median grade equivalents of all 
schools in Arithmetic Computation* The median grade equivalent
for all schools was 8-6* The urban schools had a median grade
* 1 'equivalent of^9-l, while the median grade equivalent for all of 
the rural schools was 8-2* As indicated by Figure 17, there was 
a difference of *9 of a school year in Arithmetic Computation 
between the two groups favoring the urban group*
Although the Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test showed no signi­
ficant difference between the rural and urban students, the 
Arithmetic Computation and Arithmetic Reasoning subtcsts of the 
achievement tests indicate that there may have been a real
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difference favoring the nrban pupilsi
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Figure la# COMPARISON OF ÂCHIEVEÏŒKT BY MEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALENT
in LANGUAGE ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
As Illustrated by Figure IS, comparison of Language sub­
test median grade equivalents of all the schools concerned can 
be made* The median grade equivalent for all schools was G-7* 
The median grade equivalent for all urban schools was 9-0, 
and the median grade equivalent for all rural schools was 8-6. 
The difference of the median grade equivalents of the two 
groups was ,4 of a school year favoring the urban group. This 
small difference corresponds to the small, and probably not sig­
nificant, difference of the tifo groups on the Coopérative. Eng­
lish Test.
Figure 19 illustrates the median grade equivalent for 
each school for the Science subtest. The median grade equiva­
lent for all schools was 9-0* All urban schools had a median
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grade equivalent; of 10-3# The rural schools had a median
grade equivalent of 8-6* The difference of the urban schools 
and the rural schools was 1-7, one and seven-tenths school 
years, favoring the urban schools. Although this difference 
was quite large, the rural schools median grade equivalent 
was comparable to national norms*
Urban Rural
Schools» A B C D E F G H I J K A B C D E F G H I J K L
w
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Figure 19. COfeARISON OF ACHIEVEMENT BY KEDIAN GRADE EQUIVALEHÎ
IN SCIENCE ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
Median grade equivalents for the schools of the composite 
of all the subtests of the achievement tests are shown in Figure 
20* The composite grade equivalent for all of the schools was 
8-7#
The composite median grade equivalent for all urban 
schools was 9-3. The rural schools had a composite median 
grade equivalent of 8-5. The difference of the rural and urban
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groups was ,8 of a school year*
Urban Rural
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Figure 20. COMPARISON OF C0Ï4P0SITS ACHIEVBÏENT BY GRADE 
EQUIVALENTS ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
Figure 21 is a composite picture of rural and urban 
median grade equivalents according to the subtests and total 
test achievement* As shown by this diagram the greatest 
difference favoring the urban group was in science, and the 
smallest difference favoring the urban group vqs in language.
Figure 22 shows the median scores obtained on the sub­
tests of the achievement tests of the rural schools and of the 
urban schools, and their respective median scores obtained on 
the Otis Self-Adrainisterinf; Test of Mental Ability. The broken, 
vertical, brown line represents the median score for all of the 
schools on the Otis Self-Administering Te?t of Mental Ability.
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Figure 21* COMPARISON OF ACHIEVEMERf BT MEDIAN GÎUDS EQUIVALENT
ACCORDING TO SUBTL3T3 AND TOTAL TEST ACHIEVEMENTURBAN-RURAL
on the Paragraph Meaning subteat, on the spelling subtest, on 
the Language subtest, on the Science subtest, on the Arithmetic 
Reasoning subtest, on the Arithmetic Computation subtest, and 
on the total of all the subtests of the achievement tests*
The median scores made by the rural schools and by the urban 
schools is Tiipresented by the small, vertical, black lines on 
Figure 22* T/.is graph illustrates that the rural pupils 
probably achieved more in relation to their mental ability on 
the subtesta: Spelling, Language, Arithmetic, Reasoning, Arith­
metic Computation, and on tlie total of the subtesta than the 
urban children* The rural children achieved less in relation
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to their mental a’ ility on the subtexts: iaragraph îleaning
and Science than the iirban children as illustrated on Figure 
22.
One factor that many educators believe effects achieve­
ment test scores is chronological age. It is questionable as 
to what degree, if at all, chronological age may effect test 
scores* For the purpose of avoiding any possible misconcep­
tions the median chronological age of all urban students was 
foui'teea years, one month, and the median chronological age 
for all rural students was fourteen years, two months. The 
difference of the age medians for the two groups was so small 
that it was doubtful that it was an important factor.
Mental ability certainly plays an important part in 
pupils* achievement In basic skills, but It should not be the 
only factor considered. As to the degree of importance of 
mental ability upon achievement, Clark^^ stated:
Humerons studies have shown the positive correlations 
of achievement of individuals in the basic skills with 
mental ability. The correlations, when corrected for nor­
mal range, are ordinarily In the vicinity of *70 which is 
properly interpreted to mean that fifty per cent (r*“*49) 
of the variance, or common elements, is accounted for,.** 
Having determined the tjqîical effect of mental ability on 
achievement, one may then endeavor to determine what such 
other circumstances as effectiveness of teaching, assign­
ment of content to the curriculum, and the like, may have 
added to or detracted from pupil success in attaining 
these basic skill objectives of education.
27 Willis ¥. Clark, ^Evaluating School Achievement in 
Basic Skills in Relation to Mental Ability,** Journal of Educa- 
tional Research. 46:ISO, November, 1952*
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The fact that one adolescent is inspired by a particular 
teacher, or bored by another, distracted by a love affair, or 
by parents who are having trouble, may all be highly important 
determiners of what he accomplishes* These are uncontrollable 
factors, but there are many controllable factors with which 
teachers and administrators should be concerned* 3ome of these 
will now be discussed*
PER-PUPIL COST
Educators are constantly asking for more money in order 
to supply pupils with better schools, better teaching devices, 
and better teachers* Do new schools, up-to-date teaching de­
vices and better trained teachers assist a pupil in achievement? 
The general assumption is yes; all of these do help* Today, in 
many schools, special supervisors and specialized personnel are 
on hand to care for a c h i l d e v e r y  need* Do these speciality 
people help the student to become better adjusted to himself 
and his society, or become a better citizen? It is assumed 
that they do help* If a student is well adjusted to his sur- 
round!nr:s, will ho be able to achieve more in basic skills?
It is reasonable to believe that adjustment and achievement 
are related* If special training and assistance with special­
ized education is necessary to enrich children’s general ed­
ucation, then higher educational expenditures are necessary*
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Mort^^ agrees by stating!
Every empirical study of the relationship betwe; n ex­
penditure level and quality of education adds its bit to 
the presumption that Idie cost-quality relationship is 
strong* Studies of the relationship in acceptable organ­
ized districts suggest schools that spend more contribute 
more tothe lifelong personal happiness of their charges 
and to the social and economic strength of Americans as a 
people* The more limited studies of the relationship in 
outmoded small districts suggest the same conclusions*
Copies of the general fund budget for each school 
district Involved in this study were procured for the four 
year period covered by this study* All urban schools were 
included in School District No* 1* The rural schools were in 
School District Numbers 3,4,5,7,11,14,13,20,23,30,52,33, and 
34* Table XI gives the four year period average cost per 
pupil based upon the ÂÎÎB and the general fund budget for each 
school district* The school districts containing the rural 
schools are designated by the letters assigned each respective 
rural school; the district containing all of the urban schools 
is designated by its number*
According to Table XI the urban school district has a 
lower per pupil cost than most of the other districts* This 
is very understandable because operational costs and adminis­
trative costs are cheaper on a large scale* This Illustrates 
one reason for the consolidation of schools and school
Paul R* Mort, P^bleras and Issues in Public School 
Finance* (R* I# Johns and eV IT* Morpbet ed*, New lork: 
National Conference of Professors of Educational Administra­
tion, 1952), p* 52*
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districts* The cost per-pupil, according to this study, 
appears to have M d  little or no effect upon median test scores* 
Although per^pupil costs are higher for rural than for urban in 
Missoula County, this is not true ev@ry%/here# Kolb and Brunner^^ 
state that! *^Perrpuptl cost of school operations in rural America 
in 1947-4^ was #12#, and in cities #199*" Another point to be 
kept in mind is that if a te:^cher is paid #3*000*00 and has two 
pupils in her class, this does not mean each pupil is receiving 
11,500*00 worth of education* Possibly per-*pupil cost in rural . 
school areas should double or triple in order to have facilities 
equal to urban schools*
. TEACHERS
It has often been said * Children learn in spite of the 
teacher," This statement may be true, but how much do they 
learn and how well do they learn? Some school boards may hire 
teachers not by qualifications but by the salary the teachers 
will accept* One school in this study paid a teacher an annual 
salary of #1,700*00. For the amount of time required of the 
teacher, this salary would hardly be appropriate for a baby­
sitter* Some schools do not want teachers with more than two 
years of college training because the salary scale would be
too high#
29 John H* Kolb and Edmund S* Brunner, ^  Study ̂  Rural 
Society (Cambridge; Houghton-Hifflin, 1952), p. 314*
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When comparing rural and urban teachers and the effect 
they have on a pupil’s achievement> it must be realized that 
the data used for comparison are quite subjective* On the 
vdiole urban te chers had more training than rural teachers, but 
less experience. The avera^^e rural teacher was older than the 
average urban teacher# Many of the rural teachers lived in the 
rural areas because of their husbands* work. There was approxi­
mately one-third greater turnover of rural teachers than of 
urban teachers# A few of the rural teachers had retired from 
city school systems for one reason or another# According to 
Kolb and Brunner^^, ’The inexperienced teachers and poorer 
teachers gravitate to the rural school#”
Many people bell^ve rural teachers h ve the advantage 
of knowing their pupils better and being able to provide more 
individual attention to the pupils therefore doing a more 
effective job of teaching. Tallman^^ disagrees with these 
people#
How can the one-teacher rural school meet the com­
petition of the multiple-teacher urban school? The 
defenders of the rural school often claim ”more Individual 
attention” is given the pupils then in graded or city 
schools. Undoubtedly the teachers in rural schools know 
their little flocks better than do teachers in depart­
mentalized schools# That the rural te cher can give the 
pupils mors individual attention seems unlikely in view 
of the fact the teacher in a graded school has only one 
age group demanding her attentions whereas the rural 
teacher has a number of children representing several age 
groups with their different assi^ments#
30 Kolb and Brunner, oj># cit# p# 315#
31 Russell W. Tallraan, ”Just More Money Won*t Do It,” 
American School Board Journal. 11$; 23, October, 1947#
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Actually teachers In rural schools should be better 
trained and demand more money than urban teachers. Urban 
teachers are generally specialised as to subject matter or 
grade, A rural te cher should have a general knowledge of all 
subjects. In a study conducted by McGuffcy^S forty-eight 
different topics were listed In which a rural teacher should 
receive training other than subject matter that would not be 
required of urban teachers^ Rural te chers were expected to be 
mother, psychologist, nurse, in some cases janitor, laivyer, and 
even carpenter. With all her extra duties, a rural teacher is 
expected to teach most of the subjects that are required of 
eight urban teachers, Kreitlow33 describes a rural school and 
teacher by sayings
Midv/estem one-room schools are much the same as they 
were when most of us were children, A busy teacher in her 
early thirties, with two years of college training and tea 
years of teaching experience, is matching wits with twenty 
lively boys and girls from six to sixteen years of age.
Are city teachers taking advantage of all of the 
facilities at band? Are the urban pupils achieving as much 
as they should with so many advantages? Tallaan^^ does not 
believe that urban teachors are doing the teaching job that 
they should,
52 Verne KcGuffey, Differences in the Activities of 
Teachers in Rural One-Teacher Schools and of Grace Teachers 
In ÔTtîêsT* (Teachers College Contributions to Education, No. 
3 % ,  hewlCork; Taachers College, Columbia University, 1929), p.64,
33 Burton W. Kreitlow, ^Do Rural Teachers Take Time To 
Think About Objectives?* Elementary School Journal, 5:280, 
January, 1952*
34 Tallman, op, cit, p. 25,
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One cannot account for the comparatively favorable 
results obtained by rural teachers on the basis of their 
training since they do not as a group rate as high pro­
fessionally as urban teachers> and actually many of the 
most successful gravitate to the city schools.
SCHOOL AND C»IUHITX
A factor that was not considered in many comparative 
studies of achievement was the school plant and its surround­
ings# If the physical aspects of a school have no influence 
on pupil growth and adjustment, taxpayers are throwing away 
millions upon millions of dollars every year#
Most of the school buildings in School District No# 1 
were in very good condition# They were on the whole well 
lightedI well ventilated, and properly heated# Most of the 
buildings were bright and had a cheerful appearance# The 
grounds surrounding the buildings may not have been as large 
as recommended, but they were fairly well equipped with play­
ground equipment# Each school had a gymnasium# Although these 
schools were overcrowded, measures were being taken to relieve 
the situation#
The urban schools were located near and in Missoula, 
Montana# A large public library is easily available for all 
pupils. Plays, concerts, theatres, and park facilities are 
near for all to appreciate# Schools are close enough to each 
other for a limited amount of Interscholastic activity#
Rural pupils on the whole were not as fortunate as the 
urban pupils when considering the school plant. A few of the
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rural school buildings were comparable to the older school 
buildings in the City of Missoula# Only two of the rural 
schools had gymnasiuias# The heating systems in some of the 
schools v;ere inadequate, and lighting was poor# Most of the 
rural schools had a drab appearance# The atmosphere of some 
rural schools was depressing# Many of the schools were lack­
ing proper playground equipment and space# The grounds sur­
rounding the schools were rough, dusty in dry weather, and 
muddy in wet weather* A few of the schools were poorly equip­
ped with teaching aids# Like most of the city schools, the 
rural schools were also overcroWed#
Most of the rural schools were located in small villages 
or settlements# In order for the rural pupils to see a play 
or hear a concert they had to commute to the City of Missoula. 
Library service was available through the County Library Ex­
tension Service, but this was limited in most cases# Rural 
children did have the facilities of tho wide open spaces, they 
could ride horseback, go swlmm'ng in a nearby creek or river, 
and learn to shoot a gun at an early age#
Transportation was a problem for the rural student. In 
many cases he was transported to and from school by bus# If 
he wished to play with other children he had to walk for miles 
or encroach upon uncooperative parents or friends for a ride. 
When the rural students entered high school, sometimes they had 
to ride a bus for an hour going to school, and an hour going 
home again# A few rural students were forced to leave home
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and move into the city in order to attend high school* Kany 
times the rural students had chores to do upon arrival at home* 
limiting his time for play and study*
Rural people had a tendency of moving more often from 
one area to another than urban folk* Many of these moves were 
made during the school year# A study of rural schools In 
Connecticut showed that 34*7 per cent of the total registration 
in one-room schools transfered to or from other schools during 
the year, while in consolidated schools the transfers were 18*3 
per cent of the total registration^^#
hlien considering the obstacles that confront rural 
pupils it was more understandable why they may seem more inde­
pendent than the urban students* Through necessity the rural 
teacher had to plan the day’s work so as to keep the rest of 
the children studying while she works with the others* Con­
sequently, rural pupils may have learned to work more independ­
ently* In large classes students may feel less responsibility 
for the entire lesson* Urban students, on the other hand, were 
used to competing with large groups, whereas many rural students 
were competing with small groups of two, three or possibly ten* 
School attendance of urban pupils was more regular than that of 
rural pupils* Bad winter weather may have kept some rural pupils
3$ Emil Leonard Larson, One-Room and Consollcated Schools 
of Connecticut# (Teachers College Contributionsto.Education/ 
So* 182# tvew lork; Teachers College, Columbia University, 1925),
p. 55*
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out of ischool for three or four days at a time* In the spring 
and fall of the yrar a farm boy may have been kept home from 
school for a few days to assist with planting or harvesting*
All in all, the rural child did not have as much time to devote 
to school and school activities as the urban child#
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CHAPTER V
■ 8UI':1ARY» CONCLUSIONS AND REGOMŒUDATIÛHS
The purpose of this study was to compare the achieve-» 
ment of rural eighth grade graduates with urban eighth grade 
graduates, and to relate this achievement to intelligence, 
cost per pupil, qualifications of teachers and physical plant 
conditions in the two groups of schools. All of the schools 
that participated in this study lie within the area served by 
Ms.-oula County High School# Twenty-five schools participated 
In all; the eleven schools in Missoula County School District 
No# 1 were classified as urban schools, and all of the other 
schools were classified as rural# The testing program was for 
a four year period, from 1951 to 195A-» and test results were 
obtained for 1635 pupilsé Test used for comparing the rural 
pupils and the urban were the Otis Self-^cLmlnistrrin? Te t of 
Mental Ability. Cooperative En,»llsh Testé Iowa Algebra Aptitude 
Testé Unit Scales of Attainment: Rcading-Comprehension, Stan­
ford Achievement Test, and the Coordinated Scales of Attainment.
Both the difference in means and the difference la 
medians of all the tests except the two achievement tests were 
compared# The median scores by schools were used for comparison
on the achievement tests#
The mean scores obtained from the Otis Self-Administerln g
Test of Mental Ability indicate that the mean intelligence
quotient of urban pupils exceeded that of the rural pupils by
-74-
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4#16# This difference in means was a significant difference 
because the critical ratio was $#16. All urban pupils had a 
mean score of 104.47» and the mean score for all rural pupils 
was 100*31*
The paragraph-meaning subtest of the achievement tests 
and the Unit Scales of Attainment; Eeading-Comprehension both 
show that the urban students were about nine-tenths of a 
school yesr more advanced than the rural children. The mean 
score on Reading-Comprehension favored the urban children by 
.87 of a school ye r* The median score on the paragraph-mean­
ing subtest favored the urban students by 1.01 of a school 
year.
In English and language the urban pupils may also hold 
a slight edge over rural pupils. By comparing mean scores of 
the English Cooperative Test, the urban students excelled by 
a difference of 3.92, which was not of considered significance. 
The language subtest shows a difference of median scor g of 
four-tenths of a school year favoring the urban students.
The difference of 3*06 on the Algebra Aptitude Test 
again favoring the urban pupils was found not to be significant. 
As indicated by the median scores on the subtests: arithmetic 
computation and arithmetic reasoning, the urban pupils held an 
advantage of eight-tenths of a school year in each case. The 
largest difference of median scores was in science. The urban 
pupils held an advantage of one and seven-tenths of a school 
year with a median score of 10-3 years. The rural pupils
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had a median score of â-7 yars*
Rural per-pupil cost, based upon the general fund 
budgets of the school districts involved and ARB, was s u b t ­
ly higher than the per-pupil coat of city children. Teachers» 
salaries were low in the rural schools, and rural teachers 
had leas training than urban teachers. The average rural 
teacher was older and had more teaching experience than the 
urban teacher. Rural teachers had fewer teaching aids, and 
the rural schools were not as well equipped. More was requir­
ed of the rural teacher in matters other than teaching than 
was required of the urban teacher. Rural pupils had fewer 
educational and cultural facilities at hand than the urban 
pupils.
CORCLUSICRS
The conclusions of this study were that, on the average, 
the urban children had significantly greater mental ability 
than the rural children. There was a significant difference 
in reading ability favoring the urban children, but the rural 
children were achieving more in comparison to their mental 
ability than the urban children as illustrated by Figure 13, 
page 52* According to the English test scores the urban 
children again exceeded the rural children, but the difference 
was not significant. Also on the English test, the rural 
children showed greater achievement with comparison to their 
mental ability than the urban children according to Figure 13.
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On the Algebra test the urban pupils had a higher mean than tte 
rural pupils but the difference was not significant. The urban 
pupils did not achieve as well In relation to their mental 
ability as did the rural children, as shown by Figure 13.
The urban pupils surpassed the rural children on all of 
the subtests of the achievement tests. In relation to mental 
ability, the rural children showed greater achievement than 
the urban children on the subtestsî Spelling, Language, Arith­
metic Reasoning, Arithmetic Computation and also on the total 
of the subteats of the achievement tents* The urban children 
exceeded the rural children on the Paragraph Meaning and the 
Science subtests in relationship to their respective mental 
abilities as Illustrated by Figure 22, page 62*
As measured by the various tests used in this study, 
the rural children’s achievement was lower than the urban 
children’s achievement* When considering the intelligence 
factor, the rural children may have achieved more in relation 
to their mental ability than the urban children* The rural 
children on the whole had teechers with less training, but 
with more experience than the urban children. Regardless of 
the f̂ -ct that the urban childr n had better school facilities 
and school plants than the rural children, the cost per-pupil 
v/as higher for the rural children.
There Is a need of knowledge on the extent to which
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corrcuonly occurring variations In the student’s environnent 
affects the achievement of various outcomes. School faculties 
should thoroughly understand the psychological reactions of 
pupils who consistently fail to do good work, Teachers must 
have a better understanding of the developemcnt in pupils of 
fears about their work and of the gradual formation by pupils 
of an apparent attitude of satisfaction >dth mediocre success. 
If a child’s achievement may be improved even if his basic 
intelligence may not, might this not make him a more successful 
person?
If rural children are not to bo deprived of their right 
to equality of éducatif nal opportunity in accordance vrith their 
abilities, it will mean that just as the modern urban school 
should have adequate equipment for a variety of instruction 
and for recreational acitiviby, so the rural school should have
corresponding equipment adapted to its needs. Qualifications
\of rural teachers should be raised and their pay should be at 
least equivalent to that of the urban teachers. In order to 
provide equal educational oprortunlties to all, it may be 
necessary to pool resources in order to compensate for uneven 
resources*
Urban schools may be falling to adjust their programs 
to an Individual basis with each student carrying reas^ nable 
responsibility for using to good advantage the amount of time 
allotted to his studies* A suggestion that might ap/ly to the
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urban schools in this study was made by Tallaan^^,
If city schools will organise their instructional 
services in the uprer grades on the basis of individual 
programs to which the children are committed, we shall 
see a wide disparsity between the educational achievement 
of the children of the typical city school and the typical rural school*
Secondary schools should recognise the fact that the 
students entering the school vary in training received, educa­
tional background, abilities, interests, and socio-economic 
backgrounds# Possibly studies comparing the high school success 
of students with varied socio-economic backgrounds may be help­
ful to teachers and administrators in understanding and assist­
ing the students#
A study similar to this study on a state-wide scale may 
be helpful to all educators# The testing of rural pupils per­
sonality may be of assistence in the helping of the children to 
become adjusted to life in a relatively large Idgh school# 
Finally, a scale or a chart should be prepared for all teachers 
for the purpose of identifying differences in achievement# Such 
a chart would facilitate a more adequate interpretation of 
standardised test data in the basic skills#
American
36 Russell W. Tallman, "Just More Money Won’t Do It," 
 School Board Journal# 11$: 25, October, 1947#
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